BOUNZOU ZOUBIR MIDDLE SCHOOL

Objectives:
Use of tag questions.
Describing a work process.
Describing food.
Use of the sequencers:
First, then, after that, next, later, finally.
The imperative form.

Before you read:
Step one: The teacher tells the students to open their books on page 21,
observe the pictures and say what they represent.
Pupils should name the cakes: Pancakes, Tcharek, .Doughnuts, and Tamina.

Step two: The teacher explains the instructions of –Task2p21- and the
new words {mix-fork-little-toss-pan}
 Re-order the instructions of the recipe about "How to make a pancake"
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Mix the flour and the eggs with a fork.
Slowly mix in the milk and water.
Put a little oil in the pan.
Heat the pan.
Cook for about 30 seconds.
Toss cake once.
Cook for another 30 seconds.
Serve with a little sugar and lemon juice.
Step three: The learners are invited to go to page 22, read the text and
check if their work is correct.

Step four: The teacher reads the text and insists on the structure (the
time sequencers and the imperative).

 Next, heat the pan.
a) Next is a time sequencer. It is used to indicate the order in which steps of a procedure
are carried out
b) List other time sequencers of the text: [first – and-then- next – after that-finally]
c) Other time sequencers: [later]
d) In what part do they come in a sentence: They come at the beginning of a
sentence.
e) Heat is a verb in the imperative.

 The imperative is the base form of the verb [the infinitive without (to)and the
command is given to (you )
 "Let " the command is given to [ me- him – her-it –us – them]
 The imperative has "positive and negative" commands  ex: Go out! - Don't go
out!
 The imperative is used to give [orders-instructions –advice- directions- suggestionsrequests and invitations].
 The intonation is very 'important' in the imperative .
Examples: Come over here.
"Order"
Come over here, please.
"Request"

